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1. Introduction 
In our lectures to the Discrete Mathematics Seminar (Institute of Control 
Sciences, Moscow, Winter, 1976-1977) we have discussed (among other things) 
special chain decompositions of graphs ([7], see also Section 4). We have shown 
that this chain decomposition approach can be used to obtain and to explain a 
number of results on graphs, for example, to give a short proof of the Whitney 
2-isomorphism theorem (see Section 5), to prove a 3-skein isomorphism theorem 
for 3-connected graphs (a particular case of Corollary 7.1; two other proofs of the 
theorem are given in [4, 9]), to provide a simple inductive proof of the 
Kuratowski theorem (and the corresponding algorithm) [7] and to give a direct 
proof of a new planarity criterion in terms of non-separating cycles of graphs [8]. 
In 1982 we use this approach to obtain the following strengthening of the 
Kuratowski theorem for 3-connected graphs: a 3-connected graph distinct from 
K5 is planar if and only if it contains a cycle with three pairwise overlapping 
chords-edges [10, 14]. 
Here we describe the above mentioned short proof of the Whitney 2- 
isomorphism theorem (Section 5). This proof is a good demonstration of the 
chain decomposition approach for investigations of edge-maps of graphs preserv- 
ing the subgraphs of a given type. In Section 7 strengthenings and generalizations 
of the Whitney cycle isomorphism theorems are given which are obtained by the 
same approach. An outline of previous results in this direction and necessary 
chain decomposition results are given in Section 3 and 4, respectively. 
2. Notions and notations 
2.1. Only undirected graphs without loops and isolated vertices are considered 
(parallel edges are allowed only in graphs with connectivity <~2) [2]. Let G be a 
graph; VG, V*G and EG be the sets of vertices, vertices of degree 4:2 and edges, 
respectively; and c(G) be the cyclomatic number of G. Kn is the complete graph 
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with n vertices, Km,,, is the complete bipartite graph on m and n nodes, and S n is 
the graph with two vertices and n parallel edges. 
2.2. Let xPy be a chain with the end-points x and y. We write G( - )P instead of 
G - (P - {x, y }). A thread T of G is either a maximal chain such that each inner 
vertex of T is of degree 2 in G or a cycle with at most one vertex adjacent o a 
vertex not from the cycle. 
2.3. Let ec(x, y) and t6(x, y) be the number of parallel edges and threads, 
respectively, with the ends x and y. A 1-1 map v : VG--> VG (v* : V'G--> V 'G)  
is an isomorphism (resp., a homeomorphism) of G onto (~ iff e6(x, y)= 
eo(vx, vy) for any x, y e VG (resp., to(x, y) = to(v'x, v 'y )  for any x, y e V'G). 
G and F are homeomorphic if there exists a homeomorphism of G onto F (or F 
onto G). The word "horn" means "a homeomorph of", "homeomorphic to" and 
so on. For example, "horn 3-connected" means "homeomorphic to a 3-connected 
graph". For a set ~ of graphs horn ~ is the set {horn G : G e ~0}. G and F are 
homotopic if V*G = V*Fq:fJ and the identity map v*:V*G--> V*F is a home- 
omorphism of G onto F. 
2.4. Given two graphs G and (~ and two finite sets ~ and ~ of graphs, a 1-1 map 
e : EG---> Et~ is called an (~,  ~)-isomorphism (an ( ~, ~)-semi-isomorphism) of 
G onto t~ iff for any A ~_ G A e horn ~¢~e(A) ehorn ~ (resp., A e horn ~ 
e(A) ~ hom ~).  Here and after we write ~ instead of (~,  ~)  if ~ = ~. In 
particular for a graph L an L-isomorphism is an ~-isomorphism with ~ = {L}. 
An n-skein between x and y is a graph R = horn S" with V*R = {x, y}. Since S 2 is 
a cycle, an S2-isomorphism is called a cycle isomorphism. An Sn-isomorphism is
called an n-skein isomorphism. 
Let ~ be the set of graphs consisting of disjoint cycles of length two, Then an 
(S 2, ~:)-semi-isomorphism maps each cycle onto a subgraph which is a 2-factor; 
so we call it a cycle-2-factor semi-isomorphism. 
2.5. For graphs A and B let A rl B = 0, ai ~ VA and bi ~ VB, i = 1, 2, and G'(G") 
be obtained from A and B by identifying a~ and bj, i, j e {1, 2}, with a new vertex 
gi if i =j (resp., i :/:]). Then A and B are called (gl, g2)-hammocks of G' and G", 
and G" is said to be obtained from G' by the switching (A, B) or by a 
(gl, g2)-switching. A switching (an (x, y)-switching) transformation t of G is a 
sequence of switchings (resp., (x, y)-switchings) of G; t(G) is the resulting graph 
and s (t) is the number of switchings of t. Given a switching transformation t of G 
and an isomorphism of t(G) onto t~. vt is called a 2-isomorphism of G onto t~. If 
G is hom 3-connected then each switching of G is a switching of a hammock 
which is a subchain of a thread, and so a 2-isomorphism vt of G onto t~ is called a 
horn isomorphism. 
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2.6. A graph G is called (x, y)-hammockable, x, y ~ VG, iff 
(cl) G=G1U" 'UGh,  G inG j={x,y}  for i~] ,  and 
(c2) if Gi is not a chain and not 3-connected then Gi U (x, y) is 3-connected. 
2.7. A set X is called a blockade of G if G-X has two components with cycles. G 
is called p-blockade if G has blockades and each blockade of G has at least p 
edges. Obviously/(4 and K3,3 have no blockade. The graph-skeleton of the cube 
and the graph obtained from the 8-cycle by adding all four main diagonals are the 
minimal cubic 4-blockade graphs. 
3. Preliminaries 
3.1. The following Whitney cycle isomorphism theorems are classical: 
Theorem 3.1.1. (whitney, 1932 [19]). Suppose that (hl) G is 3-connected, and 
(h2) e : EG---> EG is a cycle isomorphism of G onto t~. Then e is induced by an 
isomorphism of G onto CJ. 
In 1976 Kelmans has given a short proof of this theorem by the interpretation 
of the vertex stars of a 3-connected graph in terms of its cycles [8].1 
Theorem 3.1.2. (Whitney, 1933 [20]). Suppose that (hl) G is 2-connected, and 
(h2) e :EG---> EG is a cycle isomorphism of G onto G. Then e is induced by a 
2-isomorphism of G onto G. 
The original proof of the theorem is rather long and tedious. 
In 1980 Truemper [16] found a shorter proof using the Whitney Theorem 3.1.1 
and the Tutte decomposition theorem on 2-connected graphs [18]. As it was 
mentioned above, in 1976 Kelmans gave a proof of the theorem (based on the 
chain decomposition approach) which seems to be rather short and simple and 
which does not use the Whitney Theorem 3.1.1 (or any deep graph-theoretic 
results) and so is another proof of Theorem 3.1.1 as well. We give this proof in 
Section 5. 
3.2. In 1967 Halin and Jung considered an n-skein isomorphism of graphs [3]. 
They proved that for n >t 3 an n-skein isomorphism of an (n + 1)-connected graph 
on a graph is induced by an isomorphism of the graphs. Combining this result 
with the Whitney Theorem 3.1.1 they obtained the 
Theorem (Halin and Jung, 1967 [3]). Suppose that (hl) G is (n + 1)-connected, 
n >~ 2, and (h2) e:EG---> E¢~ is an n-skein isomorphism of G onto ¢~. Then e is 
induced by an isomorphism of G onto G. 
1 A referee pointed out that J. Edmonds has also given a short proof of this theorem. 
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Halin and Jung posed the following. 
Question ([3]). Is it true that any n-skein isomorphism of an n-connected graph is 
induced by an isomorphism of the graphs for n i> 3 and for G =/: K4 if n = 3? 
Obviously non-isomorphic 2-connected graphs may be 2-skein (i.e., cycle) 
isomorphic and so in the Question n :/: 2. Also it is evident hat for G = K4 and 
(~ = K4 the answer to the Question is negative ([3], see also Remark 7.1.1). In [3] 
we read: " . . .we  were not able to find more complicated examples in the case 
n = 3, nor could we find for n >I 4 an example of an n-skein isomorphism of an 
n-vertex connected graph which was not induced by an isomorphism." 
Now answers to the Question are known for n = 3, 4 (see Section 3.4 and 7.5). 
3.3. In the above mentioned lectures (Winter 1976-1977) we have considered 
also edge maps of graphs preserving the subgraphs of a given type and have 
shown that the approach of the interpretation of the vertex stars of a graph in 
terms of the given subgraphs may be rather useful for their investigation. We 
have used this interpretation approach to give the above mentioned simple proof 
of the Whitney cycle isomorphism Theorem 3.1.1 on 3-connected graphs and to 
obtain some results on (S 2, ,~)-semi-isomorphisms of graphs. We have proved in 
particular the following. 
Theorem (Kelmans, 1976). Suppose that (hl) G is 3-connected and G is 
connected, and (h2) e = EG---> E(?, is a 1-1 map such that if C is a cycle of G, then 
(~=e(C) is a subgraph of G consisting of disjoint cycles (i.e., e is an 
(S 2, ~7)-semi-isomorphism of G onto G). Then e is induced by an isomorphism of 
G onto G. 
Corok, . Suppose that (hl) G is 3-connected and (h2) e : EG--> E¢~ is a 1-1 map 
such that if C is a cycle of G, then C = e(C) is a cycle of G (i.e., e is a cycle 
semi-isomorphism of G onto G ). Then e is induced by an isomorphism of G onto 
This corollary will be referred to as a cycle semi-isomorphism theorem. In 1976 
this assertion was proved in another way by Y.H. Sanders and D. Sanders [15]. 
3.4. As it was mentioned in Section 1 we have proved, by the chain decomposi- 
tion approach, the following 3-skein isomorphism theorem on 3-connected graphs 
which answers the Halin-Jung Question for n = 3. 
l~eorem (Kelmans, 1976). Suppose that (hl) G is 3-connected and G 4: K4, and 
(h2) e : EG---> EG is a 3-skein isomorphism of G onto G. Then e is induced by an 
isomorphism of G onto G. 
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This theorem is a particular case of Corollary 7.1 below (the so called 3-skein 
semi-isomorphism theorem for 3-connected graphs) and Corollary 7.1 can also be 
easily proved by the chain decomposition approach. In 1979 we gave another 
proof of this theorem by means of the interpretation approach [9]. In 1981 
Hemminger and Jung proved the theorem in another way (by reducing it to the 
Whitney Theorem 3.1.1) [4]. 
In Sections 6 and 7 we give some later results in this field. 
4. Chain decomposition results on graphs 
4.1. Following [7] consider a sequence D = (Go; P~, . . . ,  Pk) of G which 
consists of a subgraph Go of G and a sequence of distinct chains P/of  G. The 
sequence D induces in G the sequence of subgraphs: Gi = G~-I U Pi, i = 1 , . . . ,  k. 
For a graph F let B(F) denote the set of chains xPy such that F N P = {x, y}, 
W(F) denote the set of chains xPy such that W(F) ~_ B(F) and {x, y}~:VT for 
any thread T of F, and H(F) denote the set of chains xPy such that H(F) c B (F) 
andx ,  y are inner vertices of disjoint threads of F. A sequence D = 
(Go; P~, . . . ,  Pt) is called an A-admissible sequence of G, A e {B, W, H}, if 
Pi~ A(Gi_t) for i = 1 , . . . ,  k. A sequence D is called an A-decomposition of G if 
D is A-admissible and the last subgraph Gk is G. 
4.2. The following assertion is obvious: 
Proposition. Suppose that G is 2-connected and Go is a 2-connected subgraph of  
G. Then G has a B-decomposition (Go; P1, . • •, Pk) SO that each Gi = Gi-1 U Pi is 
2-connected. 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that G is hom 3-connected, L _c M c_ G, M =hom F, L has 
no triangle and F is 3-connected. Then G has a W-decomposition (Go; P1, • • •, Pk) 
such that (al) Go = horn F so that each Gi = Gi-1 U P/ is horn 3-connected and 
moreover (a2) Go is homotopic to M and (a3) L ~_ Go. 
This is a useful strengthening of Theorem 3.2 in [7]. A proof of the theorem is 
obtained immediately from Proof of Theorem 3.2 in [7] if in Proof (132) we find in 
G not two but three disjoint chains from a new vertex x of G to the already 
constructed subgraph L(K) using the hom 3-connectivity of G.2 
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that G is hom(x,y)-hammockable. Then a W- 
decomposition (Go; P1, . . . , Pk) of  G exists such that Go is an m-skein between x
and y, where m = re(x, y) is the maximal number of inner disjoint chains between 
2 A referee writes that the theorem can also be obtained from results of [ l ]  and [17]. 
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x and y in G (so that Gi = G~-I tO P~ is hom(x, y)-hammockable and contains the 
m-skein Go between x and y ). 
The proof of the theorem is analogous to Proof of Theorem 3.2 in [7]. 
Theorem 4.5 ([7]). Suppose that G and F are homeomorphs of cubic 4-blockade 
graphs and G contains horn F. Then there exists an H-decomposition (horn F; 
P1, . . . ,  Pk) of G (so that each Gi = Gi-1 U Pi is a homeomorph of a cubic 
4-blockade graphs). 
5. A short proof of the Whitney 2-isomorphi.~m theorem 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that (hl) G is 2-connected, and (h2) e : EG---> EG is a cycle 
isomorphism of G onto G. Then there exists a switching transformation t with at 
most I VGI - 2 switchings uch that t(G) and t~ are isomorphic and e is induced by 
an isomorphism of  t(G) onto G. 
This theorem is the Whitney 2-isomorphism theorem [20] together with an 
upper bound on the number s(t) of switchings found by Truemper [16]. 
Proof. (pl) Let aTb and tiT/~ be chains, and m : ET---> Ei" be one-to-one. Then it 
is easy to prove by induction on IETI that a switching transformation t of T with 
at most lET[ - 1 switchings exists such that there is an isomorphism v'V(t(T))---> 
VT with v(a) = gt, v(b) =/~ inducing m. The same is obviously true for cycles C 
and 
(p2) We prove the theorem by induction on c(G). Suppose that c(G) = 2, i.e., 
G = S is a 3-skein. Let T~, i = 1, 2, 3, be a thread of S and Si = S( - )T~. Since S 
has three cycles and Si is a cycle, by (h2) S has three cycles and S~ is a cycle. 
Therefore ~ is a thread of S which is a chord of S~ and so S is a 3-skein. By (pl),  
there exists a 2-isomorphism v°t ° of S onto S inducing e and such that if t/is the 
set of switchings of T~ from t °, then s(ti) <-IVT, I - 2 and so s(t °) = s(tl) + S(tz) + 
s(t3) <<-IVGI- 2. 
(p3) Suppose that c(G)>13. Since G is 2-cormected, by 4.2 there exists a 
thread P of G such that G'  = G( - )P is 2-connected. Obviously c(G') = c(G) - 1 
and e '= e I c, is a cycle isomorphism of G'  onto (~'. By the inductive hypothesis, 
there exists a 2-isomorphism v't' of G'  onto t~' satisfying the assertion of the 
theorem. 
(p4) Let us prove that/5 is a chain of t~. Since G'  is 2-connected, it has a cycle 
Z' containing both end-points of P. Then Z = Z 'U  P is a 3-skein and P is a 
thread of Z. By (p2),/5 is a thread of Z and so/5 is a chain of t~. 
(p5) Let us prove that/5 is a thread of t~. Suppose not. Then there exists an 
edge ~ e Et~ - E/5 incident to an inner vertex of the chain/5. Since by (hl) G is 
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2-connected, it has a cycle C containing P and u. Then (~ is not a cycle of t~ since 
/3 U ~ ~_ C contradicts (h2). 
(p6) We may assume that a 2-isomorphism v't' from (p3) has the property 
(ml)f t' has the minimal number of switchings. Let us prove that in this case a 
switching transformation t' can also be done in G. By (hl), there exists a cycle C 
of G containing P. Then C' = C( - )P is a chain of G'. Suppose t' = (sn , . . . ,  sl) 
can not be done in G. Then there exists i ~ {1 , . . . ,  n} such that t~(C ') is not a 
chain of f (G') ;  here t i = (s j , . . . ,  Ss) and t/(C ') is the subgraph of ti(G ') with the 
edge set EC'. Let i(t') be the maximal i such that f - I (C ' )  is a chain but ti(C ') is 
not a chain. We may assume that t' has the property (rn2): i(t')>I i(t*) for any 
v't* from (p3) with the property (ml). By (h2), (~ is a cycle of t~. Since by (p5) 15 
is a thread of (~, we have C' is a chain of t~'. Since v't '  is a 2-isomorphism of G' 
onto (~' inducing e', we have t'(C') is a chain of t '(G').  Put ti = (sn , . . . ,  si). 
Since i = i(t') and t' has the property (m2), either (cl) t i t i - l (G ' )= ti- l(G'), or 
(c2) there exists a switching s' of f-X(G') such that tit i- l(G') = s't i- l(G').  Let t-  
be obtained from t' by deleting t~ in case (cl), and by replacing t~ by s' in case 
(c2). Then v ' t -  is a 2-isomorphism of G' onto 0 '  inducing e' and t' has fewer 
switchings than t', which contradicts the property (ml) of v't'. 
(p7) Now let us construct a required 2-isomorphism vt of G onto ¢~. Consider 
v°t ° from (132) with S := Z from (p4). Since for G = S" the theorem holds, we 
may assume that G :/: S n and so ]VZ' 1 t> 3. Since Z' = G f3 Z is a cycle and since 
v't '  induces elc, and v°t ° induces eiz, we have: v'(x) = v°(x) for x ~ V(t ' (G')  fq 
t°(Z)). Let t" be the set of switchings of P from t °. Then by (p2) s(t") <<- IvPI - 2. 
Obviously t=t ' t "  and for x ~ V(t(G)),  v (x )=v ' (x )  if x ~ V(t ' (G')) ,  and v (x )= 
v°(x) if x ~ V(t°(Z)).  Since by the inductive hypothesis (t') < - IVG'1-2 ,  we 
have: s(t) = s(t') + s(t") <~ IVGI - 2. [] 
5.2. Using the same idea the following strengthening of Theorem 5.1 can be 
proved: 
Theorem. Suppose that G, G and e satisfy (hl) and (112) of  Theorem 5.1, F is 
3-connected and G contains a horn F. Then there exist (al) a switching transforma- 
tion tl with at most IV*GI- IVFI switchings uch that tx(G) and G are isomorphic 
and (a2) a switching transformation t2 with at most [VG[ -  [VF[ switchings uch 
that t2(G) and G are isomorphic and moreover e is induced by an isomorphism of 
t2(G) onto G. 
6. When is an edge map of graphs induced by a 2-isomorphimm of the graphs? 
6.1. Two edges p = (Pl, P2) and q - (qx, q2) of a graph G are said to be similar if 
for some i ~ {1, 2} and j -  {1, 2} - i ,  E (p i ) -p  -q  = E(q l ) -p  -q  and E(pj)- 
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p - q = E(q2) -p  - q (here E(x) is the set of edges of G incident o a vertex x), 
and non-similar otherwise. 
One can easily prove 
Proposition. Suppose that there exists an ( ~, ~)-isomorphism of G onto G and 
any such ( ~, ~)-isomorphism is induced by an isomorphism of G onto G. Then 
(al) for any edge p of G there exists a subgraph F of G from horn ~ such that 
p ~ EF, and (a2) for any two non-similar edges p, q of G there exists a subgraph F
of G from horn ~ such that f~ 4= EF f3 {p, q } 4= {p, q }. 
Theorem 6.2. Suppose that (hl) G is 2-connected (horn 3-connected), (h2) 
c(G) >I k >I 2, and (h3) e : EG--> EG is a 1-1 map such that for any 2-connected 
(resp., hom 3-connected) subgraph F with c(F) = k the restriction ele " EF--> EF is 
induced by a 2-isomorphism of F onto F. Then e is induced by a 2-isomorphism 
(resp., horn-isomorphism) of G onto Cr. 
Proof. (pl) We prove the theorem by induction on c(G). If c(G)= k then the 
assertion of the theorem is trivial. Let c(G)>k>-2. Since by (hl) G is 
2-connected (resp., hom 3-connected), by 4.2 (resp., 4.3) there exists a thread P 
of G such that G' = G ( - )P is 2-connected (resp., hom 3-connected). Obviously, 
c(G ' )=c(G) - l>~k and the map e '=e[o ,  satisfies (h3). By the inductive 
hypothesis the map e"EG'-->EG' is induced by a 2-isomorphism (resp., 
horn-isomorphism) v't' of G' onto t~'. 
(p2) Let us prove that P is a chain in (~. Since G' is 2-connected (horn 3- 
connected), it has a cycle Z'  containing both end-points of P. Then Z = Z' O P is 
a 3-skein and P is a thread of Z. By 4.2 (resp., 4.3), there exists a 2-connected 
(resp., horn 3-connected) subgraph F of G and a cycle Z' of G' containing both 
end-points of P such that Z = Z' t.J P ~_ F, P is a thread of F and c(F) = k. By 
(h3), elf is induced by a 2-isomorphism v°t ° of F onto E'. Therefore P is a thread 
of P and so is a chain of (~. 
(p3) Let us prove that P is a thread of (~. Suppose not. Then there exists an 
edge t~ e E (~-  EP incident to an inner vertex of the chain P. Since G is 
2-connected (hom3-connected) and c(G)~>2, there exists a 3-skein of G 
containing P and u. By 4.2 (resp., 4.3), there exists a 2-connected (resp., 
hom 3-connected) subgraph F of G such that P U u ~-F and c(F)= k. By (h3), e]F 
is induced by a 2-isomorphism of F onto E'. Therefore if T is a thread of F then i" 
is a thread of F. Let T be the thread of F containing P. Then i" is a thread of P 
containing t5. But ~ e EF - EP and ti is incident o an inner vertex of the chain P. 
Therefore 7" is not a thread of/~-contradiction. 
(p4) We may assume that a 2-isomorphism v't' from (pl) has the property 
(ml): t' has the minimal number of switchings. Let us proye that in this case the 
switching transformation t' can be done in G. By (p2), there exists a 2-connected 
(resp., horn 3-connected) subgraph F of G such that P is a thread of F and 
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c(F) = k. Put F' = F( - )P. By (h3), f = elf is induced by a 2-isomorphism of F 
onto /~. Suppose t '=  (s , , . . . ,  Sl) can not be done in G. Then there exists 
i e {1 , . . . ,  n} such that f :E( t i (F  ') U P)---> EF is not induced by a 2-isomorphism 
of ti(F ') L)P onto F; here t / = ( s i , . . .  , Sl)  and ti(F ') is the subgraph of  ti(G ') 
with the edge set EF'. Let i(t') be the maximal i such that f is induced by a 
2-isomorphism of t i - l (F ') UP onto F but induced by no 2-isomorphism of 
t'(F') U P onto/~. We may assume that t' has the property (m2): i(t') >I i(t*) for 
any v't* from (pl) with the property (ml). Since F '= F fl G' and elf  = e'lF = 
flF and f is induced by a 2-isomorphism of F onto ~', we have f :  E(t'(F') O P)--> 
EF is induced by a 2-isomorphism of t ' (F')U P onto b'. Put ti = (s , , . . . ,  si). 
Since i = i(t') and t' has the property (m2), either (cl) tit i- l(G')= ti-l(G'), or 
(c2) there exists a switching s' of t/- l(G') such that tit/-X(G') = s'ti-X(G'). Let t- 
be obtained from t' by deleting ti in case (cl) and by replacing tiby s' in case (c2). 
Then v't -  is a 2-isomorphism of G' onto ¢~' inducing e' and t-  has fewer 
switchings than t' which contradicts the property (ml) of v't'. By the same 
arguments, we may assume that t o can be done in G. 
(p5) Now let us construct a required 2-isomorphism vt of G onto (~. Since by 
(p2) P is a thread of F and F is 2-connected, F '  = F( - )P is connected. Since for 
G = S n the theorem holds, we may assume that G ~ S n and so IVF'I >t 3. Since G' 
and F are 2-connected and t' and ]0 can be done in G, we have t'(G') N t°(F) is 
connected and has at least 3 vertices. Therefore since v't' induces elc, and v°t ° 
induces elF, we have' v ' (x)=v°(x)  for x e V(t '(G')Nt°(F)).  Let t" be the set of 
switchings of  P from t °. Then obviously t = t't" and for x e V(t(G)), v(x) = v'(x) 
if x • V(t'(G')), and v(x) = v°(x) if x e V(t°(F)). [] 
6.3. Using Theorem 4.5 we prove 
Theorem. Suppose that (hl) G is a homeomorph of a cubic 4-blockade graph, 
(h2) c(G)>-k >1 5, and (h3) e:EG---> EG is a 1-1 map such that for any horn 
cubic 4-blockade subgraph F with c(F) = k the restriction eIF : EF--* EP is induced 
by a horn-isomorphism of F onto F. Then e is induced by a hom-isomorphism of
G onto G. 
6.4. From Theorems 6.2 and 6.3 we obtain the following sufficient condition for 
an (~,  ~)-semi-isomorphism of G onto (~ to be induced by an isomorphism of G 
onto t~. 
Theorem (Kelmans, 1981 [11]). Suppose that (hl) G is 2-connected (horn 3- 
connected, horn cubic 4-blockade), (h2) c(G) >I k I> 2, (h3) e : EG---> EG is an 
(~, ~)-semi-isomorphism of G onto G, and (h4) for any 2-connected (resp., 
horn 3-connected, horn cubic 4-blockade) subgraph F of G with c(F)= k the 
( ~', ~)-semi-isomorphism elF : EF---> EF is induced by a 2-isomorphism of F onto 
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F. Then e : EG----> EG is induced by a 2-isomorphism (resp., hom-isomorphism) of 
G onto G. 
This theorem makes it possible to reduce the problem of inducing (~, ~)-semi- 
isomorphisms of graphs by their isomorphisms to the same problem for the 
graphs of restricted cyclomatic numbers. 
7. Strengthenings and generalizations of the Whitney cycle isomorphism 
theorem 
Now using the reducing Theorem 6.4 or the chain decomposition approach 
(namely, theorems in Section 4 and the schemes of Proofs in 5.1 and 62) we can 
obtain a number of results on maps preserving the subgraphs of some special 
types. 
7.1. We can prove the following strengthening of the Whitney 2-isomorphism 
theorem. 
Theroem (Kelmans, 1981 [12, 13]). Suppose that (hl) G is 2-connected, (h2) 
c(G) >I 4, and (h3) e: EG---> EG is a 3-skein semi-isomorphism of G onto G. Then 
e is induced by a 2-isomorphism of G onto G. 
This theorem follows from Theroem 6.4 and the lemma that the theorem holds 
if c(G) =4. 
Corollary. Suppose that (hl) G is horn 3-connected and G4=K4 and (h2) 
e : EG---> E(~ is a 3-skein semi-isomorphism of G onto CJ. Then e is induced by a 
hom isomorphism of G onto G. 
This assertion can be easily proved for c(G)= 4 and so it follows immediately 
from Theorem 6.4. In 1982 this corollary was proved in another way (by reducing 
it to the cycle semiisomorphism theorem) by Hemminger and Jung [6]. 
Remark 1. Obviously any 1-1 map e:EK4---> EK4 is a 3-skein automorphism of
K4 and any e which maps two incident edges onto two non-incident edges is 
induced by no automorphism of K4. Therefore the above assertion may not hold 
for c(G) ~< 3 even if e is a 3-skein isomorphism. 
Remark 2. Since a graph which is cycle isomorphic to a 3-skein is a 3-skein, the 
Whitney 2-isomorphism theorem follows easily from the above theorem. 
7.2. Using Theorem 6.4 we prove 
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Theorem (A. Kelmans, 1981 [13]). Suppose that (hl) G is a homeomorph of a 
cubic 4-blockade graph and (h2) e : EG---> E(7 is a K4-semi-isomorphism of G onto 
(7. Then e is induced by a horn isomorphism of G onto (7. 
Theorem 7.3 (Kelmans, 1981 [13]). Suppose that (hl) G is a homeomorph of a 
cubic 3-connected graph and (h2) (7 is a planar graph. Then any K4-semi- 
isomorphism of G onto (7 is induced by a horn isomorphism of G onto (7 if and 
only if either c(G) >t 6 (and G is planar) or G is a homeomorph of a skeleton of 
the cube. 
This theorem follows from Theorem 6.4 and the lemma that the assertion of 
the theorem holds if c(G) <- 6. 
Remark. Let Wn be an n-wheel, i.e., Wn be obtained from the cycle-rim 
R~ = (x l , . . . ,  x~) by adding a new vertex-axle x and the set Sn = {(x, xi):i = 
1, . . . ,  n } of edges-spokes. Let r: ER,,--~ ER,, and s : S~ ~ Sn be one-to-one and 
let e:EWn--~EW,, be such that e(u)=r(u)  if ueR,,  and e(u)=s(u)  if ueS,,. 
Obviously e is a K4-automorphism of W~ and there exists such a K4-automorphism 
which is induced by no automorphism of W~. Therefore the requirement "G is 
hom cubic" in (hl) is essential. It is easy to prove that if G = horn W~, n >I 4, and 
e:EG--* E(7 is a K4-isomorphism of G onto (7 then (7 = Horn Wn, the image of 
each thread-spoke of G is a thread-spoke of (7 and the image of the rim of G is 
the rim of (7. An infinite series of examples in Fig. 1 shows that the hypothesis 
(h2) of the theorem is also essential. 
A more complete result on K4-semi-isomorphisms which generalizes the above 
results is given in [13]; its description eeds additional notions and assertions. 
7.4. Using Theorem 4.4 and following the scheme of Proof in 6.2 we can prove 
Theorem (Kelmans, 1981 [13]). Suppose that (hl) G is hom(x, y)-hammockable, 
x, y e VG, (h2) the number m(x, y) of inner disjoint chains between x and y in G is 
at least n + 1 >~ 4, and (h3) e : EG---> E(7 is an n-skein isomorphism of G onto (7. 
Then there exists an (x, y)-switching transformation t with at most ~m(x, y) 
switchings uch that e is induced by a horn isomorphism of t(G) onto (7. 
This theorem with (hl) replaced by a stronger hypothesis (hl)' "G is 
3-connected" has earlier been proved in another way (by reducing it to the 
Whitney Theorem 3.1.1) by Hemminger and Jung [5]. 
7.5. In 1981 we have given the following answer on the Halin-Jung Question for 
4-connected graphs: (al) there exists a 4-connected graph F and a 4-skein 
automorphism e of F such that e is induced by no automorphism of F, and (a2) 
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Fig. 1. The identical map e:EG ~ E~, is a K4-scmiisomorphism of G onto (~ but G and G are not 
isomorphic. 
any 4-skein automorphism of a 4-connected graph distinct from F on a graph is 
induced by an isomorphism of the graphs [12]. 
7.6. From 3.4 and 7.5 we have 
Theorem. Suppose that G is n-connected, n = 3 or 4, and there exists an n-skein 
isomorphism of G onto G. Then G and (~ are isomorphic. 
The natural question arises: 
Ql les t ion .  Does this theorem hold for any n ~> 3? 
The results of Sections 6 and 7 have been reported to the Discrete Mathematics 
Seminar (Institute of Control Sciences, Moscow, November, 1981) and to the 
Georgian Republic School "Optimization Methods for Networks and Graphs" 
(Batumi, June, 1982). 
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